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Grain safety is a strategically important issue that relates to national economy and 
people’s livelihood. To strengthen the supervision over the grain storage can enhance 
governments’ ability of macro control over the grain and anti-risk capability, thus 
ensure the availability of governments in needy situations. The present management 
for grain storage is generally completed manually. People measure to check the 
amount, the situation and the vacancy of grain storage. However, due to its weakness, 
this manual management is buggy and time costing. Though some granaries have 
already been equipped with digital constructions, they’re still not yet effective. The 
employees have to collect and check the data in local supervisory control at regular 
intervals, which really brings great inconvenience. 
Therefore, software with functions of real-time query and in-time alarming turns 
out to be essential for employees. The remote management system for grain storage is 
developed on the basis of grain storage. All the information from granaries distributed 
in different places can be spread timely and correctly to administrators and employees 
thus enhance the safety of grain storage. It also has significant meaning in enhancing 
the anti-risk capability of grain storage. Based on the discipline for software 
engineering and analyzing the actual situation of grain storage, the author describes in 
detail the design and implementation of remote management system for grain storage 
in chapters of demand analysis, general design, function design, system completion 
and system test. 
The remote management system for grain storage is a digital system based on 
various kinds of sensors, which includes functions of granary management, real-time 
supervision for grain amount, intelligent monitoring for grain and in-time alarming. 
Through Internet of Things technology, the system is able to achieve remote in-time 
supervision for grain storage as well as accurate management and scientific decisions 
making. Thus increase productivity and save investment for grain storage to better 
serve the business. Then, the investment for the construction of information grain 
storage management is lowered, meanwhile, the goal of unified maintenance and 
management for which can be achieved. 
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息化建设,如图 1-1 所示。 
 







































































安全生产管理系统和 OA 办公管理系统。 
本课题主要研究实现的是“智慧粮库”系统建设中的粮食仓储管理信息系统。
其与“智慧粮库”系统结构关系图如图 1-2 所示。 
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